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Executive Summary
Nineteen States of India participated in the Asian Football Week 2019. While Playing football remained
central to all the events in the Unified or traditional format, the programs held a variety of engagements
like skill training, signing collaborations, inviting football clubs, local authorities, media etc to witness
and participate in the event. Injecting a strong football environment, the football week created a great
opportunity to collaborate and strengthen partnerships, accentuating and expanding the message of
Inclusion through football. Amongst over 3000 persons who attended various football events all over
India, over 1000 Athletes and 300 Unified partners participated in the trainings and matches

Asian Football Week 2019 is an initiative organised by Special Olympics Asia Pacific in partnership with
the Asian Football Confederation (AFC), celebrating the unifying power of football to promote social
inclusion for people with intellectual disabilities. Held from 20 to 27 July 2019, at least 15 countries
across Asia delivered football events within their local communities, creating opportunities for people
with intellectual disabilities (ID) to take part in sport and encouraging deeper understanding among
people with and without ID through football.

States: 19

Athletes: 19

Unified
Partners: 19

The event follows on the lines of the European Football Week that
has been developed over the last 10 years to encourage SO programs
to celebrate football and to demonstrate what SO footballers can do
very successfully. The Football week was planned to draw more
people with ID, more coaches and more partners in the Asia Pacific
region towards Football as a game changer
HS Anil , Athlete Leader from Puducherry While the dream to be
part of an Inclusive Society is still a long way off, an event like the Asian
Football Week certainly is a step in that very direction
L to R: HS Anil, Athlete leader
Onacis , Unified Partner
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Simon Koh, President & Managing Director,
Special Olympics Asia Pacific

“People with and without intellectual
disabilities of all ages across the region
participated in a week of activities centred
around football. From unified matches and
coaching clinics, to partnerships with
national football clubs and global football
celebrities, the week demonstrated the
unifying power of the world’s most popular
sport. By playing together, we break down
barriers, change mindsets, and build inclusive
communities.
In its first year, we witnessed amazing highlights. In India, Special Olympics athletes played with
the inmates of Central Jail Ballari. In New Zealand, athletes and volunteers showed solidarity in
a unified match in Christchurch. In Pakistan, athletes as young as 5 got their first taste of football.
In Singapore, football legends including Julio Cesar and Ledley King lent their names to inclusion.
A total of 15 countries across Asia Pacific and East Asia took part this year. We hope to see the
expansion of Asian Football Week in the coming years to all 40 countries across the regions, with
more people pledging to end discrimination through the power of sport”
State : Highlights

Andhra Pradesh conducted the event at the RDT Football Stadium Ananthapur
with the SPAIN Juniors football team playing ‘Unified’ with the Athletes.
Mr. Jimmy Coach & Manager of the Spain Football team said,” It’s a proud moment
for the Spain team to be a part of the AFW. All our team mates will do the same in
Spain and also once we return back to India.”
A new batch of Unified partners was introduced by the Kasturi college to support
Unified Football in AP in future
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SO Bharat – Delhi and the Delhi Dynamos Football Club renewed the Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) on 27 February 2019 for another football season
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13 Trainees from the SAI Sports Hostel played as Unified partners in Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh that
conducted a two day program that ran a training session on the first day and Unified competition on the
second at the SAI Sports Grounds

The Jammu & Kashmir event was aired on ‘All India Radio’ amplifying the main objective to bring joy to
the hearts of the Athletes, something that was clearly visible on the sports field. The event held in
collaboration with the J& K Football Association drew attention of the Chief Guest- the Vice Chancellor
of the University of Jammu
Traditional football was conducted at the University grounds. The Vice Chancellor, Prof Manoj K Dhar
expressed his amazement at the skills of the Athletes and his desire to conduct more of such events in
with an active involvement of his students, in future.
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Having been sceptical about how his students would play with Special Athletes, Mr Mathew Ukken
Principal of Christ College, Iringalakuda, Kerala felt that in fact some played even better than his
students!”
A Unified Partner, “playing with them taught me a lesson- that we should not label anybody without
seeing their ability”

Rajasthan(Jaipur) planned the event together with the Youth leaders who hit the football grounds
before going for a session of Youth Activation at the Umang Special School a new school joining the
movement. The Kabaddi players , seeing the excitement and energy in Unified Football action could not
help but do a Unified ‘Kabaddi’ session as well.

Side stepping the sultry weather conditions, heavy downpour , the Area Directors
walk right into the field of action to inspire ,motivate and spread the word of
Acceptance, Respect , Recognition and Inclusion
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Reaching out to the Umang Special
School for the first time

“Both, the Special Athletes and the jail inmates need to be included. We have brought the Athletes here to
convey a message to the inmates that when you get released, you should too be responsible and support
them. We would like to and would try our best to organize this event once every month,” said Mr. Ram
Rao, Deputy Superintendent, Ballari, Karnataka
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Ballari, Karnataka organized a Unified football match with the jail inmates of the Central Jail, Ballari.
The event was made possible by the very enthusiastic facilitation by the D G Prisons (Director General
Prisons) Mr Megharikh IPS. Dr. Mallikarjun B, Superintendent Central Jail, Ballari presided over the
function, addressing approx. 680 persons including 600 jail inmates. Mr. Dayanad Kichdi, International
Powerlifter was present at the function too. The event witnessed an enthusiastic participation of five
Youth leaders Bhajan Cariappa, Simar Singh Kohli, Disha and Medha and Special athletes and coaches
from 5 Special Schools

Despite the rain Manipur conducted the Unified 5 a-side match combining athletes from eight special
schools with Unified partners from the Eastern Sporting Union, a premier Club of Manipur. Dr. R.K. Nimai
Singh (Retd.) an IAS officer who worked for Development of football in the State along with K. Nogen
Singh, National Football Player and coach opened with an Exhibition Match

Roller Ball – a game of football on roller skates made an appearance at the Bharati Rath Memorial
Academy of Special Human Abilities (BRM-ASHA), Bhubaneswar, Odisha. Ms. Sagarika Sahoo, Principal,
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Centre of Special Education for Children with Cerebral Palsy said, “Astonished to see the skills in football
and roller football by the athletes. Never thought it was possible”
The venue itself demonstrates another platform for the Athletes with and without ID to engage in
sporting activities standing tall as it lit red on 20 July 2019 to uphold the Global Day of Inclusion.

The President and Executive Members of the local Women’s Self Help Group came to see the program,
and have promised to be involved with SOB-Odisha. Mr. Tapan Kumar Behera, Social Activist has
promised to get collaboration of the Bhagabanpur Cricket Club
Friendly Unified football matches were played across the Amritsar and Patiala districts of Punjab on 24
July 2019

The event created another opportunity for UP Kushinagar to organize football along with the SSA (Sarv
Shiksha Abhiyan) at Padrona- Block Resource Camp.
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In Nainital, Uttrakhand, a skill training program was held with the support of the U.S.R. Indu Samiti &
RMS Football Academy Ramnagar. Sandeep Rawat, Unified Coach said, “I have learnt to be patient.
Seeing the joy and passion with which the Athletes play has made my motive to support Unified sports all
over the state of Uttrakhand”

Fairyland Unified 5- a- side football demo match held in Goa

The whole week witnessed football celebrations all over Pondicherry. It started with Skills training, later
leading into Unified Football matches played across the different districts. To ensure a strengthening
Football ecology, four MoUs (Memorandum of Understanding) were signed during the week
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 Raymond Football Academy
 Sivaji Football Club
 Rajiv Gandhi school of Sports
 Voga Football academy
“One Male and a Female football team of the state was formed
and their training will continue throughout the year. Selection of
the teams was based on the skill training held on the first two
days.” Ms Chitra Shah , Area Director, Pondicherry
Volunteer at the event :
"I am so inspired to see that the Athletes are strong their parents
are strong, despite their challenges they are willing to come out
and want to learn something new."
An Athlete who played football for the first time :
“I always loved watching football but never though one day I would
kick the ball and run in the football field. I have done that today!”
Unified Partner from the football club
“Playing with special athletes requires a lot of patience but their
enthusiasm challenges not just my skills but also my capacity to
communicate non-verbally and develop empathy. What I learnt on
the field playing with these adults is more satisfying than winning a medal”

A football carnival was held at the TATA Football Academy , Jamshedpur Jharkhand witnessing
participation of 80 Special Athletes. Passionate about football and supportive of the Special Olympics
program Mr Chanakya Choudhary, TATA Steel Corporate Services and CEO of the JFC Mr Mukul Vinayak
Choudhary made themselves present at the event
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5A Side Unified Football was held at the Saru Sajai Sports Complex, Guwahati Assam. It was
played with 10 players consisting of 6 Player with ID and 4 Players without ID. The players
without ID as well as the referee were from Football Academy of Sports Authority of Assam

Shivam Verma, Athlete Leader from NOIDA UP:

“I was glad to be part of the AFW2019
celebrations. It was such a big eventcelebrated all across the Asia Pacific
region. I, as an Athlete leader, am filled
with joy to see Athletes play in Unified
teams. I love football and played it too
during this week”
Shivam, 18 yrs, joined SO Bharat 5-6 years back. He is fond of
playing a number of sports- Football, Badminton, Volleyball and
Cycling. He participated in the National Coaching Camp (Volley Ball) held in Gujarat in 2017. He is getting
more and more involved in awareness activities in and around his city, along with his Unified partnerMohammad Kaif
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Shrey Kadian- Member, SOAP Athlete Input Council:
I have been preparing 12 footballing athletes since March
2019. My ultimate motive is to bring them to a level to play
competitive Unified Football. This means that they should be
really good in their skills.
I first selected 3-4 athletes who are good in football in my
school MBCN. Then I combined them with few new Athletes
because new Athletes must get a chance to play.
I made a schedule of training them three times a week with
each session of a duration of 45 minutes. In the first few
sessions and some later also my Coach from school, Rohit
Manchanda, came to see how I was taking the sessions and
also to guide and support me. I want my trainees to play well.
I search for
videos of good football matches on youtube and share the link
with them. I think my team is coming up well. Rohit Raina,
who could not kick the ball well, now plays very well. Few days
back I made them play a match. But I got a bit angry because
I felt that they could do better in defense and attack.
I continued to prepare them for a match during the Asian Football Week 2019. This happened on 26 July at
my school Mata Bhagwanti Chadha Niketan (MBCN). On my part I was ready to observe the players and see
how each of them performs. I am also trying to identify Athlete leaders amongst them. I know of a fewShivam, Madhuria and Deepanshu. I think they all have a potential.

It was for the first time that Shrey assumed the role of a match organizer than a player on 26 July 2019
at his school. He was assistant to the referee, his Coach, Rohit Manchanda. Two teams played the
traditional 5-a-side football match. Shivam Verma, the upcoming Athlete leader played in one of the
teams as well.
As a result of this match Shrey has identified few good players but commits himself to improve few
others too. “I will give them homework to do. They have to practice, they have to watch the videos of ISL
(Indian Super League) and EPL(English Premier League) matches which I will share with them and of course
they can call me anytime to clear their doubts!”
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News Coverage

Jammu
&
Kashmir
Manipur
Jharkhand

Kerala

Pondicherry

“It was a phenomenal initiative inaugurated in
the Asia Pacific region this year, and extremely
fruitful in India. Its greatest contribution was that
new footballing talent was revealed and more
teams surfaced on the grounds. Along with being
an energy boosting occasion it created a platform
that demonstrated the sporting talents of the
Athletes to the local authorities opening doors to
strong local networking opportunities in future.”
Mr Victor R Vaz, National Sports Director, SO
Bharat
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Mr Satish Pillai, Chairman, SO Bharat :
“I am overjoyed with the football fervor visible
all over India. It goes to show how popular it is
in India, making it an extraordinary platform
for Inclusion. The excitement around the sport
manifested itself at all levels from planning, to
execution, to playing on the field. There are
multiple stories to tell through the weekly
celebrations. The power of the sport was
visible in the action seen on and around the
field.
I would like to express my gratitude to all those
persons & organizations who have been
engaging with Special Olympics in India, earlier
and now. Their contribution is showing a remarkable outcome. The Asian Football Week 2019 is
over but football would go on with the same enthusiasm, unifying more and more persons with
and without Intellectual Disabilities”.
Air Marshal Denzil Keelor (Retd.) PVSM, KC, AVSM, VrC, Founder & CEO SO Bharat:

“I must congratulate the Special Olympics Asia
Pacific for having taken this outstanding initiative to
bind the region through football. It was
unprecedented in India, establishing the unwavering
enthusiasm of the Area Directors in inclusive sports
leveraging the potential of football to reach out to a
cross section of the society. I am delighted and
overwhelmed to witness the football spectacle and
the excitement it generated amongst the Athletes
and others and am anxious to see its continuing and
strengthening impact in the days to come “
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Calendar- AFW2019
Sr.

State

20

1

Kerala

Christ
College
Iringala
kuda,
Thrissur

2

Odisha

3

Tamil Nadu

4

Jharkhand

5

Delhi

6

Punjab
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27
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Academy
of Special
Human
Abilities
(BRMASHA),
Bhubanes
war
Unifie
d
Sivaga
ngai
Madur
ai
Coimb
atore

U 5aside
and Tra 7
aside
Tagore
Internation
al School
VV

U 5aside
Maitrey
College
Chanakyap
uri

7-a-side
Unified
Football
TFA
Jamshedp
ur
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5aside
FAPS

Guru
Nanak
Foundatio
n Public
School
Patiala
Unified
11-a-side
KHALSA
COLLEGIA
TE SR.
SEC.
SCHOOL,
AMRITSA
R

15

7

Andhra
Pradesh

8

Telangana

9

Karnataka

10

Pondicherry

11

UP

12

Uttrakhand

13

Maharashtra

14

Rajasthan

15

Assam
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“The eye of the world has now turned for a
moment to the pitches of Special Olympics
football: to their hearts, to their eyes, to their
minds, to their skills, to their abilities, to the joy
they bring to this sport, to the joy that they can
also bring to their communities every day. The
Ball helped us tell that story.”
TIM SHRIVER, CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL
OLYMPICS
https://spiritoffootball.com/quotes/tim-shriver/
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https://www.facebook.com/651721541699521/videos/348191756102086/ Video from Pondicherry
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